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Ant man vs blue beetle

Cal-Mans vs. Beetle Blue is an E-if? Death fighting was done by Gliscor Fan. It will only use Scott Lang's version of Cal-Mans and Jaime Reyes version of Blue Beetle. Description Marvel vs DC! Another Bug-Term Fight will toe with each other to see who's standing bug in the other first! Interlude Wiz: Insects are among
some of the hardest beasts on the planet. Boomstick: With the powers of insects, or insect extraterrestres, come great strength and abilities. Plus the bonus of the opponent's gourd like a bug. Wizard: Like Cal-Man, the smallest is alive. Boomstick: With Blue Beetle, the creepy bug space. It's Witch and I'm Boomstick.
Witch: And it's our job to analyze the weapons, weapons, and skill, find out who would win a death battle. Blue Beetle (Jaime Reyes) Wiz: There's basically nothing special about Jaime Reyes. He was a normal kid, with a normal family, in the normal city of El Paso, Texas. Boomstick: With his best friend Brenda and
Paco. Yes, Paco. El Paso is literally just the American Mexico. Witch: But on a home market in school, Jaime came by the Blue Beetle. Infrared. Boomstick: That just planted itself in its spinal column. No big deal. Witch: Jaime didn't know this until he went and ran into a magic man group called the Posse. Boomstick:
Wait, what? There's an actual group called Posse's? I want to be in! Wizard: Mistaking Jaime for a meta person, was offered to scan him and join as a member. But while Jaime politely declines, the Scarab woke up inside her boomstick ass: and kicked every single ass into the posse. What a great suit. Eighteen: Scarab
inside Jaime's column only comes out when Jaime's danger is in danger. However, if Jaime is not in danger, he can materialize parts of the blue Beetle suit to protect himself. After that he was taught by the one and only Gold Booster to fight for freedom, truth... Boomstick: ... and against pretty much every superhero.
Jaime Reyes went against Guy Guy Guardner, Brother Eye, and even Superman, and he survived. Wizard: But all the special cases. The Scarab can adapt to most opponents by firing explosions that negatively hurt them. For example, the Scarab analyzed and calculated Superman's weakness, Cryptonite. Boomstick: I
knew it was too good to be true. Witch: But that's not the extent of Scarab's power, it also has the ability to know anything and energy, nothing where it is, as well as analyzing someone's live discovering it's weakness, and can see extra-dimensional objects, electricity, and even magic capacity. Boomstick: It also has the
ability to drive bleeding, allowing Jaime to connect to a space to do things like teleport immediately, or even back in time. Wizard: However, Jaime can only do so up to three times in quick succession. Boomstick, the suit Jaime put on him to get to the bathroom. Without use in a toilet. Wizard: ... Right. The lawsuit also
gives Jaime the power to live small trucks, and move faster than most people, as well as take blows at the hands heroes like Superman. But there's a draw. Boomstick: Khaji Da, the Scarab himself, won't harm anything even remotely close to nature. But it has no problem with killing people, though, so yay! to kill! Wizard:
It can't detect addition in large magnetic fields. But other than that, the armor, Khaji Da, and Jaime Reyes can work together to stop whatever they put in Jaime's path. Jaime Reyes: I Got Armored Magic... how does it work. Got a magical stone inside my body... can't get it out... Went to our outer space helped to... but
now the superheroes hate me, will kill me... I'm the Blue Beetle. Cal-Man (Scott Lang) Wiz: Scott Lang was once an electronic expert who could not support his family. Boomstick: So he became a thief and went up to jail, got his wife divorce, and basically fucked on his whole life. Witch: But while killing out of the roof of
Hank Pym, he came across the Ant-Man suit, allowing him to transform it into the size of Yont in the blink of an eye. Boomstick: So small and with the sense that you can't even see it existing. Eighteen: However, Scott's presence is far from useless, as he takes the strength of a Cal, allowing him to lift up to 50 times his
own body weight. Boomstick: But his short fist still only feels like punch from his normal size. What a shame. Sense. Wizard: Due to this, it can be called on the help of Ants with a cybernetic helge designed specifically to communicate with Ants. Boomstick: These Ants treat him like family, and come to him every time
he's in danger, even if they get brutal murder every time. Witch: Scott can call on help from Ants to do many different things, such as theft, bridge building, swimming an opponent, and as a distraction. Boomstick: I mean, there's a lot in Between A, and Scott has control over a lot of them. That says something. A lot of
stuff. Witch: But the Cal is not the only weapon that Scott has. Scott can also use a Shrink/Enlargement disc to make opponents the size of it, without any of their side effects, such as superhuman strength. Boomstick: He also shoots Bio-electric beam from his wrist? Because if we hadn't, we are sorry that we would not
bring up this awisome sooner. Witch: But the main thing is that the whole suit is marched by Pym Particles, uncovered by first Cal-Man Hank Pym, causing the suit to shrink in size. However, the Pym particles can cause physical and mental therapies on the human body, which can cause mental breakdown and
temporary insanity. Boomstick: It just goes to show that sometimes the smallest of the beings are also sometimes the hardest to stomp. Literally. How can he even deal with all that seed? Wizard: The Cal is the most desirable of all bug, but can it stand the most durable? Scott Lang: I mean I know you know a lot of super
people, so think to thank in me thanks for thinking of me! Pre-DB Wizard: Alright, combatants are set. Let's finish this debate once and for all. Boomstick: IT'S TIME FOR A DEATH BATTLE! Battle of El Paso, Texas. It's the dead of the night. Nothing happens. Jaime Reyes is sleeping inside his home while an unknown
thief will disarm his alarm systems. Once the alarm system is disabled, soak up in the room of Jaime Reyes, who is somehow sleeping in all this. ???: Well, good, let's just be quiet ... The thief then accidentally travels on a textbook that has been misteryfully left on the floor for some reason. ???: SHIT. Jaime: Huh? What
is going on, Khaji? Khaji: Alert Intruder. The thief turned into the size of a Between and the bank under Jaime's bed slept over. Jaime: Where? I haven't seen anything. Khaji manifests Scarab's eye on Jaime's eyes and lets him see the amount of energy radiation that cuts a small object. Jaime procedures look under the
bed as the Thief runs out, takes off, and returns to normal size. ???: Hi, I'm Scott. Jaime: Did you seriously just say that? Khaji Da: Hazard Detected. Activate protection mode. Scott: Well, if that's how you want to play it, then I'll do the same. Scott turns back to cal-sized and summons a host of fires, between the oven,
and flying between .ad: FIGHT! The scarab grows out of Jaime's vertebral and starts acting on it clean free will. At first, he starts shooting normal, laser explosions in random areas of the floor, while an expanded area of the floor itself shows Cal-Mans flying up to Blue Beetle, seen dead between who enclosed him.
However, the Scarab ultimately used the Scarab Scarab to see where Scott was, slap him across the room. Khaji: Threat Detected. Scott: You're not the first person with the Laser I've fought before! Cal-Man then leapt back on one of his stolen animals, and flies over Jaime, when he jumps up and sets the weapon
several times in the face, but the gun is left with no scars. Khaji soon uses the gun to try and hit Cal-Man several times, but continuously lacks. Cal-Man then shot the bio-electric beam out of his wrist, but Khaji sees them coming with dodges from the road, while the beam makes a little ash on the wall. Khaji: How about
you choosing on someone your own size? Scott: Oh, right. Almost forgot about it. Scott tossed out Shrink Disk from his back and punched Khaji Da with it, causing him to shrink down to the size of Cal. Scott: Is that what you mean by someone my own size? Scott runs up to Khaji and the two begin to exchange the
various diapers at times, however, Jaime starts to feel pain from Scott. Jaime then tries to sit the armor down to regain strength. Khaji Da: We must eliminate the threat, you are not safe until Scott is defeated, but I can't stop between them. Jaime: I can't, his strength is too much for me. Scott: Had there been enough
already? Scott orders a rider in crazy settings to be marked on Jaime and Khaji da, causing them great pain. Jaime: This... is on ... Khaji Da: It is not over. While Khaji da had energy left, he analyzed the horde of crazy gut, as well as recalling the knowledge he had in the fire and stealing the gut. Soon, it what he was
missing. Khaji Da: Activate the Bleeding Drive. Jaime and Khaji da then use the bleeding drive to go back to the time in which Scott introduces himself to Mr. Scott: hi, I Scott. Khaji Da: That's the helm. Destroy the helance. Scott: Wait, I'm not your enemy! I'm just trying to do something. Jaime and Khaji moved the armor
to synchronize the perfect try and agitate Scott Helmet was on, but Khaji was still small enough not powerful to reverse the effects of the disc shrink. But using the Sight Scarab, Khaji da noticed enlarging the disc on the Backpack Between-Mans and tried to jump on it. However, as soon as he got to his back, Scott
traveled and fell out of the window he was climbing in from, and he turned gradually. Khaji da and Jaime then hoped out of the window and dismissed a laser that absorbed the Pym Between-People particles used to power his suit, caused the helm to grow in size, and absorb the helm of several pieces. Scott: How did
you do that? I don't even understand Pym's science. Khaji da / Jaime Reyes: We know what we know, so we are the Blue Beet. Still in Bleed Drive, Khaji da teleporte behind Scott, tougher with disc aglagation, and use it to force both Cal-Man and Jaime in normal size, before Khaji dare shoot an electric laser straight at
his head, freeze his brain. Scott falls backward, and the armor returns to Jaime's vertebral, causing it to immense throes. Jaime: *Breathe heavily*... I don't think I'll be ready for this test tomorrow. Announcement Result: K.O. Boomstick: Man, have you seen this? Did you do that? Daaamn, finally a lost wonderful hero!
Wizard: Although Cal-Mans has a greater strength and more experience than Jaime Reyes, he didn't rely on the fact that Scarab's eyes were able to analyze more than just structure in the body of Cal. Boomstick: The Scarab can analyze the star DNA in it. It's almost like he knew who Scott was before Scott even tried to
introduce himself to Mr. Wiz: However, Jaime almost dies from a rider in the oven due to Dahaji's denying of evil nature, even though he killed several talks at the beginning of unknown, he was only able to escape due to Scarab's ability to return a small amount of time. Boomstick: Did you go back in time and forget that
people already figured that out? Wizard: My point is, the Bleeding Drive alone far exits the Cal-Man capabilities, even the Pym particles, that the Blue Beetle Gun can absorb and use itself, causing the Ant-Man to be beaten by its own method of combat. Boomstick: I guess The Cal just has a shorter life span. Witch: The
winner is Blue Beetle. Betle.
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